
MMA Memo 197Feed Leg Blockage and Ground RadiationPickup for Cassegrain AntennasJingquan Chengemail: jcheng@nrao.eduandJe�rey G. Mangumemail: jmangum@nrao.eduNational Radio Astronomy Observatory949 North Cherry AvenueTucson, AZ 85721February 20, 1998AbstractThis memo analyzes the changes in system temperature and scat-tered radiation termination location with feed leg attachment positionand feed leg geometry. Calculation of the changes in system temper-ature with feed leg attachment radius shows that there is a relativelysmall penalty paid when the feed legs are attached inside the reec-tor surface. A ray tracing analysis of the termination locations forscattered radiation indicates that feed leg attachment to the edge ofthe antenna may not be the best con�guration either from the totalblockage point of view or from the spillover noise point of view.1 IntroductionIn this discussion, we will use the following de�nitions (see Figure 1):f is the focal ratio for the primary reector;D is the primary reector diameter;l is the feed leg length; 1



w is the feed leg width;h is the feed leg height;I is the moment of inertia of the feed leg;E is the Young's modulus of the feed leg;B is the sti�ness of the feed leg;Te is the edge taper in dB;� is the edge taper factor;� is the angle that the inner part of the feed leg makes with the axis of thetelescope, which from Figure 1 is given bytan � = rf � r0fD � r2f4fD (1)� is the angle between the outgoing ray and the reector aperture plane;� is the angle between the outgoing ray and the reector axis;r0 is the telescope primary reector radius;rf is the distance from the axis of the primary reector to the point wherethe inner part of the feed leg attaches to the primary reector;rsub is the subreector hub diameter;r0 is the distance from the primary focus to the inner part of the feed leg;rt is the tapered reector radius given byrt = r0p� (2)Rf is the ratio between rf and r0;R� is the ratio between the angle formed by a ray reected from the primefocus to the maximum prime focus reected angle;nleg is the number of feed legs. 2
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Figure 1: Geometrical de�nitions used in this memo. The lower part of the�gure shows a geometrical representation of the three terms which contributeto the aperture blockage. 3



2 Contributions to the Total BlockageThe signal blockage in a Cassegrain system has three terms: blockage of theplane wave due to the central subreector hub, blockage of the plane wavedue to the feed legs, and blockage of the primary surface reected (spherical)wave due to the feed legs. The form for each of these blockage terms isdependent upon the aperture illumination pattern. We will consider twotypes of illumination: uniform (Maanders 1975) and tapered gaussian (Lamb1986). A good general discussion of this problem can be found in Ruze(1968). The voltage distribution function for these types of illuminationpattern are given byE(r) = 1:0 (uniform)= exp"��� rr0�2# (tapered gaussian) (3)where � � Te20 ln 10 (4)The blockage due to the subreector hub is given byWb = �r2sub (uniform)= �r2sub(1� exp"� r0rt!2#) (tapered gaussian) (5)The plane wave blockage due to the feed legs is given byPb = nlegw(rf � rsub) (uniform)= nlegp�wrt2 "erf�rfrt �� erf�rsubrt �# (tapered gaussian) (6)The spherical wave blockage due to the feed legs is given bySb = nlegwr0 (r202 � r2f2 � fD tan �(r0 � rf) + tan�12fD(r30 � r3f)) (uniform)4



= nlegw2r0 "r2t(exp��r2fr2t �� exp��r20r2t �+tan�4fD "rf exp��r2fr2t �� r0 exp��r20r2t �#)+p�rt tan� fD � r2t8fD!"erf rfrt !� erf r0rt!## (tapered gaussian) (7)where the Error Function erf(x) is given byerf(x) = 2p� Z x0 exp(�t2)dt (8)The length of a feed leg is given by (see Figure 1)l = s�fD � r2f4fD�2 + �rf � r0�2 (9)In the antenna design, the feed leg sti�ness is a very important considera-tion. The feed leg sti�ness is limited by the feed leg width. For a typicalrectangular shaped feed leg, the moment of inertia isI = hw312 (10)The feed leg sti�ness under distributed load conditions is represented byB = EIl3 (11)From the above formulae, for a given feed leg sti�ness the feed leg width canbe reduced in proportion to its change in length. In the following, we applythis relationship in the blockage calculation. However, two e�ects associatedwith the feed leg dimensions will not be considered in this memo. The �rst isthat changes in the feed leg support position are coupled to the requirementsfor the reector sti�ness. For reector edge feed leg support, the reectorsti�ness will be an important factor in reducing the feed leg overall sti�ness.The second consideration which we do not address is the fact that we do nottake into account the inuences of the resonant frequencies of the antennaon the feed leg geometry. For all antenna diameters considered in the memo,the feed legs are assumed to have the same dimensions.5



Table 1: Assumed Values Used in Calculationsfocal ratio (f) 0.38subreector diameter (dsub) 0:475� D8:0 mfeed leg width (w) 0:06� l8ml mfeed leg depth (h) 0:20 mprimary focus to feed leg distance (r0) 0:5� D8:0 mnumber of feed legs (nleg) 4observing frequency (�) 230.0 GHzsource elevation (el) 45:0�atmospheric opacity (�0) 0.1ambient temperature (Tamb) �5.0 Cdouble sideband receiver temperature (Trx(DSB)) 4�h�2k �image termination temperature (Timage) 4.2 Kforward scattering and spillover e�ciency (�fss) 0.73minimum blockage 8m blockage e�ciency (�b8) 0.98minimum blockage 8m rear scattering, spilloverand ohmic loss e�ciency (�l8) 0.97fraction of total area blocked for minimum blockage 8m(Fb8, uniform illumination) 2.149 %(Fb8, 11dB edge-tapered gaussian) 2.603 %3 MMA Antenna Blockage and System Tempera-tureIn the following we estimate the e�ects of blockage to the system temper-ature for an 8, 10, 12, and 15m diameter telescope with both uniform andtapered gaussian illumination. In Table 1 we list our assumed parametersused in these calculations.Figures 2 and 3 show the area blocked, and the contributions from thecentral hub, plane wave, and spherical wave to that blockage, as a functionof the feed leg attachment radius rf for both uniform and 11dB edge-taperedgaussian illumination functions. From these �gures one sees that the spher-ical wave blockage term dominates for rf � 34r0 in the uniform illuminationcase and for rf � 58r0 in the 11 dB edge tapered case. Beyond these radiithe plane wave term dominates, primarily because of the thicker feed legnecessary. Comparison of Figures 2 and 3 also shows that an edge taperminimizes the contribution of the spherical wave blockage term.Figure 4 shows the fraction of the total area blocked for D = 8, 10, 12,6



Figure 2: Total collecting area blocked as a function of the feed leg attachment radius rf assuming a uniformillumination function and the assumed values given in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Total collecting area blocked as a function of the feed leg attachment radius rf assuming an 11dBedge-tapered gaussian illumination function and the assumed values given in Table 1.
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and 15m for both a uniform and an 11dB edge-tapered gaussian illuminationfunction. Note that the total collecting area is given byAcollect = �r20 (uniform)= �r2t(1� exp"� r0rt!2#) (tapered gaussian) (12)As in Figures 2 and 3, the e�ects of the edge taper are apparent. Note alsothat the slight increase in the blocked fraction as the feed leg encounters theedge of the reector is due to the fact that we have assumed that the feedleg can be made narrower in proportion to its length.To calculate the system temperature T �sys as a function of feed leg at-tachment radius, we use the assumptions listed in Table 1. The SSB systemtemperature of a single sideband system on the T �R scale (note that we dropthe \*" in the following notation for simplicity) is given by the followingequations (see MMA Memo 170 for details)T ssbsys (SSB) = 2Trx(DSB) + TA(sky) + Timage�l�fss exp(�A�0) (13)The antenna temperature of the sky is given by the sum of noise contribu-tions due to sky, antenna, and cosmic microwave background emissionTA(sky) = T coldsky + Thotsky + Tant + Tcmbr= �l�fssTMh1� exp(�A�0)i+ �l�1� �fss�h1� exp(�A�0)iTM+(1� �l)Tspill + �lTbg exp(�A�0)= �lTMh1� exp(�A�0)i+ (1� �l)Tspill + �lTbg exp(�A�0) (14)whereTM is the mean temperature of the atmosphere (given approximately by� 0:95Tambient. This quantity is frequency and weather dependentand can be given more accurately by atmospheric models.);Tspill is the e�ective temperature of the rear spillover (also � 0:95Tambient);Tbg is the background temperature (usually taken to be the cosmic back-ground temperature of 2.7 K). 9



Figure 4: Fraction of total collecting area blocked for both a uniform and an 11dB tapered gaussian illuminationfunction.
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Since as the fractional area blocked increases as the aperture e�ciencydecreases, we can calculate the rear scattering and spillover e�ciency as afunction of feed leg attachment radius rf using�l = �lmin(1� Fb)2 (15)where Fb is the fraction of the total area blocked in the design under con-sideration and �lmin is the rear scattering and spillover e�ciency for theminimum blockage antenna for a given diameter. We further assume thatthe e�ciencies for the minimum blockage design for each diameter are thesame as that for the 8m diameter MMA design.Figure 5 shows the system temperature T �sys as a function of the feed legattachment radius rf using the assumptions listed in Table 1. As expected,attaching the feed legs near the edge of the antenna reector produces thelowest amount of ground pickup. The penalty for moving the feed legsinward, though, is quite small.Two cases for the termination point of the scattered radiation are shownin Figure 5. The worst-case scenario (\Full Ground Termination" in Figure5), where all of the scattered radiation terminates to warm ground, can easilybe avoided. In the following, we describe how an appropriate choice of feedleg geometry can improve the scattering properties of a feed leg. An exampleof how this improvement translates to a reduced system temperature for agiven attachment radius is shown in Figure 5 as the case where 50% of thescattered radiation terminates to warm ground and 50% terminates to coldsky.4 Feed Leg Geometrical ConsiderationsIn the following, we discuss the scattering of radiation from the traditionalrectangular feed leg. Following this analysis, we consider the e�ects of shap-ing or ba�ing of feed legs to minimize ground radiation pickup.4.1 Radiation Scattering From a Rectangular Feed LegIn the previous section, the assumption is that all of the scattered radiationis terminated on the warm ground, which is the worst-case scenario. Tounderstand the scattering of radiation due to feed legs at millimeter wave-lengths, ray tracing is necessary. Referring to the feed leg geometry shownin Figure 1, if we trace rays from the center of the aperture, the rays willhit the secondary. After reecting from the secondary, some rays blocked11



Figure 5: Tsys as a function of rf using the assumptions listed in Table 1. Note also that we assume that thee�ciency for the minimum blockage design for each diameter (�lmin) is the same as that for the 8m diameterMMA design. Two cases of spillover radiation are shown. The darker lines for each diameter represent the casewhere all of the scattered radiation terminates on warm ground. The lighter lines for each diameter represent thecase where 50% of the radiation terminates to cold sky and 50% to warm ground.
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by the feed leg may reach the primary reector �rst. These are called planewave scattering rays. The other rays may reach the feed leg �rst. These arecalled spherical wave scattering rays.The termination point for scattered radiation is a function of the feedleg geometry. Given the feed leg support radius rf , the feed leg angle withthe reector axis will be:� = arctan 8f(rf=r0)� (r0=r0)16f2 � (rf=r0) ! (16)By taking Rf = rf=r0, and R0 = r0=r0 the � angle will be:� = arctan 8fRf �R016f2 �Rf ! (17)Plane wave rays will have a direction parallel to the reector axis afterreection from the primary reector. The simple Snell law will give thedirection of the reected rays after the feed leg reection. Taking � as theangle of the reected rays from the feed leg with the reector axis (see Figure1), � will be: � = 2� = 2 arctan 8fRf �R016f2 � Rf ! (18)If we use the angle of the reected ray above the aperture plane � torepresent the scattering direction, then � = 90� � (see Figure 1). Negativeor smaller � angles represent ground pickup at most observing directions.A higher � angle represents no or little ground pickup at most observingdirections.Figure 6 shows the � and � angles of the feed leg as a function of Rf .Note that r0 = r08 using the scaling law for r0 given in Table 1. FromFigure 6, the � angle increases from 0� to about 65� as the feed leg supportradius increases, while the � angle reduces greatly from 90� to a negativenumber. This �gure considers only feed leg reection and does not take intoaccount what happens after reection o� of a feed leg. Interception of thescattered rays begins to occur for � ' 45� (which corresponds to � = 0�).Full interception of the scattered radiation by the reector occurs at the �angle of: 180� 2� = arctan 8f(1 +R0)16f2 �Rf ! (19)13



Figure 6: � and � as a function of Rf . For � < 0 most scattered radia-tion terminates to warm ground, while for � � 0 most scattered radiationterminates to cold sky. The \No Ground Termination" and \Full GroundTermination" regions are drawn assuming an elevation angle of 45�.Inserting Equation 1, the full-interception � angle occurs for Rf ' 0:85.After hitting the reector again, the scattering rays will reect above theaperture plane or hit the reector a third time and end up terminated oncold sky. Spherical wave rays reect o� of the feed legs at very small incidentangles, so will always fall on the reector surface. Therefore the terminationsof these rays should be high above the aperture plane.For a thorough understanding of feed leg scattering, a ray tracing pro-gram has been written to analyze the problem. The program starts the raytracing from the receiver horn. After the ray reaches the secondary mirror,the program follows the ray tracing to either the main reector or the feedleg. Further ray tracing could be done either between these two reectingsurfaces or within the primary reector itself. The ray reected from thefeed leg or primary mirror to the secondary mirror is not considered (thesecondary mirror is small, so the e�ect is not signi�cant). The ray tracingis done for di�erent feed leg support radii Rf . After running this program,the resultant ray termination is shown in Figure 7.Figure 7 shows the rectangular shaped feed leg scattering ray terminationangle for di�erent feed leg support radii. From this �gure one can see thatthere are four groups of curves. The horizontal lines in � shown as Region14



A represent reected radiation o� of a feed leg. The continuation of thesereected rays is shown as Region B, which represents reection from feedleg to antenna to sky. As the feed leg support radius Rf increases, thescattering ray angles above the aperture plane (�) are reduced. When Rfis 0.8, � is negative, so that all scattered radiation hits the ground directly,producing noise in the system as predicted.Region B and C in Figure 7 represents plane wave scattered radiationintercepted by the reector twice, or three times. Curves in Region B runfrom the top left down to the bottom right of the �gure. The curve forRf = 1:0 in Region C is a ray which reects three times o� of the reectorsurface. The last region in Figure 7, Region D, represents the sphericalwave scattering. As we predicted before, this scattered radiation alwaysterminates to cold sky.>From this �gure, one could �nd that the feed leg reector edge supportproduces not a best solution for the antenna design from the ground noisepickup point of view. However moving the feed leg inwards may producelower plane wave scattering. This will be discussed in the following section.4.2 Radiation Scattering From a Shaped Feed LegIn the past, Moreira et al ., Satoh et al ., and Lawrence et al . had exten-sive study on the issue of the ground spillover pickup and feed leg shapingor ba�ing. The ground spillover pickup by the feed leg could be greatlyreduced either by shaping the feed leg, by adding a dielectric layer to thesurface of the feed leg, or by adding ba�es over the feed leg surfaces. Theseanalyses are done by wave theory and existing examples are available onlyfor relatively low frequency ranges (4-50 GHz).One shaping technique is to attach a triangular roof on the inner sideof the feed leg (Lamb 1998). By geometrical optics, if the half angle of theroof is �, then the reected rays from these tapered feed legs will have:� = 90� 2 arcsin(sin(�) sin(�)) (20)By adjusting the roof half angle, the scattering rays of the feed leg couldall be terminated to cold sky independent of their incident angle on the feedleg. This is also the �nding made by Lamb. Figure 8 shows Equation 20 asa function of � for representative values of �.The roof angle of the feed leg will reect the spherical rays from thesecondary mirror outwards in radius. This makes the incident angle onthe primary mirror reection approach the incident angle of ray, which willcause the ray to hit the same location of the reector if the feed leg is15



Figure 7: Ray tracing results. Four regions, representing four types of re-ection from the feed legs and surface of the antenna, are indicated.16



Figure 8: The scattered ray angle relative to the aperture plane � as afunction of the feed leg taper angle � for feed leg to reector axis angles �of 30, 60, and 90�.removed. Therefore, the spherical scattering rays will go even higher abovethe aperture plane as shown in Lamb (1998). Note also that the shaped feedleg will produce an angle change in the azimuth direction. This has littlee�ect on the noise pickup.5 Conclusions1. Attaching the feed legs even as close as 2 meters from the axis of an11dB edge-tapered antenna makes a contribution of between 8% (forD=8m) and 20% (for D = 15m) to the total system temperature at 230GHz. The absolute contributions are 11 K and 28 K, respectively, forobservations at an elevation of 45�, assuming that all of the scatteredradiation terminates on warm ground (a worst-case scenario).2. Feed leg attachment near the edge of the reector represents a mini-mum blockage con�guration. But, if a rectangular feed leg geometry isused, spillover noise pickup is greater than that for feed leg attachmentinside the reector. The scattered radiation pattern ranges from highelevation angle to very low elevation angle about the antenna aperture17



plane.3. To achieve lower noise due to feed leg radiation scattering, adding atriangular roof ba�ing on the inner side of the feed leg is an e�ec-tive method. By using this method, the scattered radiation could beterminated to cold sky for any feed leg support radius.4. The optimum feed leg support radius should be determined not byits scattering properties but by the structural requirements of the an-tenna.6 ReferencesJewell, P. R. and Mangum, J. G., 1997, \System Temperatures, SingleVersus Double Sideband Operation, and Optimum Receiver Performance",MMA Memo 170.Lamb, J. W., 1998, Spillover Control on Secondary Mirror Support Struts,Internal Memo.Lamb, J. W. & Olver, A. D., 1986, IEE Proceedings, 133, 43.Lawrence, C. R., Herbig, T., & Readhead, A. C. S., 1994, Reduction ofGround Spillover in the Owens Valley 5.5m Telescope, IEEE Proc. 82, 763-767.Maanders, E. J., 1975, \Enige Aspecten van Grondstation Antennes voorSatelliet Communicatie", Dissertation, State University of Gent, Belgium.Moreira, F. J. S., Prata, A., & Thorburn, M. A., 1996, \Minumization ofthe Plane-Wave Scattering Contribution of Inverted-Y Strut Tripods to theNoise Temperature of Reector Antennas", IEEE Trans AP-44, 492.Ruze, J., 1968, Microwave Journal, 11, 76.Satoh, T., Endo, S., Matsunaka, N., Betsudan, S., Katagi, T., & Ebisui, T.,1984, \Sidelobe Level Reduction by Improvement of Strut Shape", IEEEAP-32, 698. 18


